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This paper presents the calculation of new elastic scattering cross sections for the simulation of
electron interactions in liquid water. The calculations are based on the “ELastic Scattering of
Electrons and Positrons by neutral Atoms” code, which adopts a Dirac partial wave analysis.
A Mufﬁn-tin potential was used in order to account for the liquid-phase of water, and the optical
parameters of the correlation-polarization and the inelastic absorption potentials were optimized
against vapour-phase water data. The differential and total elastic scattering cross sections calculated
in the present work show a global agreement with the experimental data. The impact of these elastic
scattering cross sections on the transport of electrons in liquid water was evaluated by track-structure
simulations of range, dose-point-kernel, microdosimetric spectra, and ionization clustering using the
Geant4-DNA simulation toolkit. The results are compared against those obtained with the elastic
scattering models already available in Geant4-DNA and are discussed. Published by AIP
Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5047751

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to investigate the induction of biological damage
from ionizing radiation at the sub-cellular scale, track structure simulation codes using Monte Carlo methods (MCTS)
have been under development for several decades.1–12 These
codes usually approximate the biological medium as liquidphase water, the main component of biological tissues. Since
most physical damages are caused by secondary electrons,
many sets of electron cross section models for liquid water
have been proposed so far.13–18 In particular, it was reported
that the interactions of low energy electrons (kinetic energy
<100 eV) should be carefully modeled in order to evaluate
the damage to the DNA molecule, which is induced mainly
through ionizations.19 At such low energy, elastic scattering
also plays a key role; indeed, even if this process is not associated with signiﬁcant energy loss, it contributes to the spatial
distribution of electrons in the irradiated medium.20
In brief, in order to accurately calculate the elastic scattering cross section of electrons in liquid water, three main
approaches have been proposed: the Born collision model,21
the non-relativistic (Schrödinger) partial wave model, and the
relativistic (Dirac) partial wave analysis.22 The Dirac partial
wave method is currently the most advanced to calculate
such cross sections. Unfortunately, the validation of many of
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these calculations is difﬁcult due to the scarcity of reliable
experimental data in the liquid-phase of water.23,24 However,
at least for an incident energy above 60 eV, the calculated differential cross sections (DCSs) in liquid and vapour water
show a similar trend as a function of scattering angle, with discrepancies up to about 67% at 0°.25 For this reason, the plausibility of calculated DCSs for the liquid-phase water is usually
validated by comparison with theoretical models and experimental data in the vapour-phase of water.
In order to provide a track structure (TS) simulation
toolkit freely accessible to the community, we extended during
the last few years the general purpose Geant4 simulation
toolkit in the framework of the Geant4-DNA project.4,24,26,27
Geant4-DNA is able to simulate step-by-step the interactions
of electrons, hydrogen, and helium atoms, and their respective
charge states down to a few eV (for electrons). Physical interactions such as elastic scattering, electronic excitation, ionization, and charge exchange are modeled, as extensively
described in our previous publications.4,24,26,27 The default
model proposed by Geant4-DNA to describe elastic scattering
of electrons in liquid water is based on a partial wave
approach, developed by Champion et al.14 This model presents some limitations, such as the lack of relativistic correction, a limited energy range, and disagreement of DCSs with
the experimental data at low energy and intermediate angle.
In order to improve the accuracy of electron elastic scattering in Geant4-DNA, we propose to calculate the corresponding cross sections (total and differential) using the “ELastic
Scattering of Electrons and Positrons by neutral Atoms”
124, 224901-1
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(ELSEPA) code developed by Salvat et al.28 This code uses
the Dirac partial wave approach including relativistic corrections to calculate the electron elastic scattering cross sections.
In this work, we use a new version of ELSEPA that was
kindly provided by its authors.29 The advantages of ELSEPA
are that one can easily change calculation parameters and interaction potential models, and it is possible to calculate DCSs
from a few eV up to 1 GeV in a variety of materials.
In Sec. II, we present the calculation of the elastic scattering cross sections using ELSEPA with the Mufﬁn-tin
approximation, which is typically employed to predict cross
sections in the solid-phase material.30 Moreover, we describe
the optical parameters included in the correlation-polarization
and in the absorption potentials. The elastic scattering
models already available in Geant4-DNA are brieﬂy introduced as well as several Geant4-DNA applications that have
been used in this work to evaluate the impact of the new
model on TS simulations.
In Sec. III, we ﬁrst describe the optimization of the
correlation-polarization and absorption potentials optical
parameters. The cross sections are then compared to the
experimental data and to the other Geant4-DNA elastic
models. Finally, their inﬂuence on TS simulations [range,
dose point kernel (DPK), microdosimetry distributions, and
clustering of energy deposition] is compared to simulations
where the existing Geant4-DNA elastic models are used.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. ELSEPA calculations

In order to accurately calculate electron interaction cross
sections in matter, one ﬁrst needs to describe the interaction
potential. Following ICRU Report 77,31 we ﬁrst consider the
Fermi nucleus distribution (F), the Dirac-Fock electron distribution (DF), the Furness-McCarthy exchange potential (FM),
the correlation-polarization potential with the local density
approximation (LDA), and the LDA absorption potential
(A), a combination denoted as (F-DF-FM-LDA-A), available
in ELSEPA, and described in detail in Ref. 28.
In addition, the Mufﬁn-tin approximation used for
solid-phase materials was employed to predict the cross
sections in the liquid-phase of water. The “Independent
Atom Approximation” (IAA) was employed to coherently
sum the projectile waves scattered by the individual atoms
of the molecule.32,33 The IAA used in combination with
the Mufﬁn-tin model gives DCS values in better agreement
with data than the alternative simpler additivity approximation (incoherent summation).
Moreover, it is well-known that the electrostatic and
exchange potentials agree well with the experimental data in
the high energy range (above the electron energy of 5 keV).
However, the accuracy of the static ﬁeld and static exchange
approximations become gradually worse below this energy.34
To correct such disagreement, the optical model including
correlation-polarization and absorption potentials was proposed. ELSEPA provides the best empirical parameters for
the optical model. These optical parameters are basically
phenomenological and were validated with noble gases.
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Thus, for this work, it was also necessary to optimize these
optical parameters for water, as we will describe later.
Finally, the DCSs calculated using the ICRU 77
“F-DF-FM-LDA-A” combination will be shown to compare
our results with ICRU 77 recommendations.31
1. Phase inﬂuence

ELSEPA provides potential models in the free atom
approximation for the vapour-phase and the Mufﬁn-tin
approximation for applications to the solid-phase.30,35 In contrast to the free atom approximation, the Mufﬁn-tin potential
assumes that the Z electrons of the neutral atom are conﬁned
within a sphere of a certain radius Rmt centered on the nucleus
to approximate solid-state, as explained by Salvat et al.:28

Vmt (r) ¼

Vst,mt (r) þ Vex (r) þ Vcp (r)  iWabs (r),
Vst,mt (Rmt ) þ Vex (Rmt ) þ Vcp (r),

r  Rmt ,
r . Rmt ,
(1)

Vst,mt (r) ¼ Vst (r) þ Vst (2Rmt  r),

(2)

where Vmt (r) is the Mufﬁn-tin potential, Vst (r) and Vst,mt (r)
are the electrostatic interaction potential without and with
Mufﬁn-tin approximation, respectively. Vex (r) is the exchange
potential, Vcp (r) is the correlation-polarization potential, and
iWabs (r) is the imaginary absorption potential. It must be
noted that the Mufﬁn-tin approximation assumes a vanishing
of the electron density ρe,mt (r) outside the Mufﬁn-tin sphere
because it is valid for the solid-phase material which lacks free
electrons:28

ρe (r) þ ρe (2Rmt  r) þ ρu , r , Rmt ,
ρe,mt (r) ¼
(3)
0,
r . Rmt ,
where ρu is a constant normalizing the number of electrons to
the atomic number.
In this work, we propose to use the Mufﬁn-tin potential
to mimic the liquid-phase of water. We choose the radius of
the Mufﬁn-tin model equal to 1.405 Å, which corresponds to
half the average distance between oxygen atoms in liquid
water.36 This distance is larger than the length of the O–H
bond (equal to 0.991 Å)37 because, in this work, we hypothesized that there are sufﬁcient weakly-bound solvated electrons in the irradiated liquid water medium outside the water
molecule (with typical binding energies of a few eV).38 This
hypothesis resulted in a signiﬁcant agreement with reference
data on vapour-phase and in expected differences between
vapour and liquid-phase.
2. Correlation-polarization potential

It is known that the correlation-polarization potential has
an inﬂuence on the DCSs at small angles, and this effect is
larger when decreasing the electron energy below 500 eV.34
ELSEPA provides a global correlation-polarization potential
as a combination of two potentials: the Buckingham potential
for long-range trajectories, based on a phenomenological
formula deriving from a measured polarizability of the
atom,39 and the “Local Density Approximation” (LDA)
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correlation potential.28 Alternatively, in another version of
ELSEPA, the potential model for long-range trajectories can
be calculated from Lindhard’s high-energy formula40 with a
static polarizability of 1.457 Å3 proposed by the ICRU 77
report.31 Thus, we evaluated the inﬂuence of both potentials
on the DCS. In addition, in the case of the Buckingham
potential, we have the possibility to modify the adjustable
energy-dependent parameter b pol appearing in the expression
of the potential cutoff parameter ( preventing from divergence
at zero radii). This parameter is proposed by default for noble
gases and mercury28 as
b2pol ¼ max[(E  50 eV)=(16 eV), 1]:

(4)

It is reported that b pol primarily affects small scattering
angles.34 The DCSs at small angles are the largest when b pol
is equal to 1, and they decrease when increasing b pol above
1. However, the default expression of b pol is too low to accurately calculate the DCSs for liquid water. Therefore, we
examined the effects of b pol on the DCSs, and we proposed
an optimal expression for b pol as a function of the incident
energy E based on the experimental data in the vapour-phase
at zero or small scattering angles.

3. Inelastic absorption potential

In order to consider the energy loss associated with the
inelastic scattering, the inelastic absorption potential must
contain a negative imaginary part in Eq. (1), which mainly
has an inﬂuence at intermediate and large scattering angles.
In ELSEPA, there are two empirical parameters: the energy
gap Δ and the absorption strength Aabs .
The energy gap Δ is the minimum energy at which the
energy loss by inelastic scattering starts. We used 8.22 eV
which is the threshold of the ﬁrst excitation level in the
Geant4-DNA Emﬁetzoglou model.41
The absorption strength Aabs of the inelastic absorption
potential is suggested by Salvat et al., as “OP-I” (2.00)34 or
“OP-II” (0.75).29 These values have been validated by comparison with experiments in noble gases. However, these
phenomenological values are neither suitable for liquid nor
vapour water. In this study, we calculated the DCSs according to the inelastic absorption potential, and we determined
the optimal absorption strength Aabs which leads to the
closest agreement with the experimental data in vapour

water, based on discrete root-mean-square error (RMSE)
between the experimental data and calculated DCSs.
B. Other cross section models available in
Geant4-DNA and experimental data

Geant4-DNA proposes the so-called “physics constructors” which gather a list of particles and associated physical
processes that must be taken into account for the simulation
of transport in liquid water. Table I lists the different models
used for the simulation of electron interactions in the three
recommended Geant4-DNA physics constructors.26 For the
validation of the calculated cross sections, we compared not
only DCSs but also total elastic cross section (TECS) and
momentum transfer cross section (MTCS) against elastic
cross sections currently available in Geant4-DNA for simulations in liquid water, such as the Champion model and the
CPA-100 model which both use partial wave analysis,14,15,42
and the screened Rutherford model (SR) and the Uehara
screened Rutherford model (USR), which use the Born collision approximation.43,44
In addition, sets of experimental data in the gaseous
phase of water presented in Hilgner and Kessler,45 Danjo and
Nishimura,46 Katase et al.,47 Sueoka et al.,48 Shyn and
Cho,49 Saglam and Aktekin,50 Johnstone and Newell,51 Shyn
and Grafe,52 Cho et al.,53 and Khakoo et al.54 are used for
comparisons with the calculated cross sections.
The experimental data of Michaud et al.55 giving the
elastic cross section in the solid phase of water are also compared with the calculated cross sections.
C. Geant4-DNA examples for TS simulations

Geant4-DNA proposes a set of example applications
for the simulation of TS in liquid water.24 We used these
examples in order to investigate the inﬂuence of the new
elastic model on various electron track-structure characteristics. The simulations were performed with the existing
Geant4-DNA physics constructors listed in Table I, and with
these same constructors in which the elastic model has been
replaced by the newly implemented model calculated with
ELSEPA. The energy limits of “option 2,” “option 4,” and
“option 6” constructors are determined by considering the
energy limits of all processes (elastic, excitation, ionization):
10 eV-1 MeV, 10 eV-10 keV, and 11 eV-256 keV, for “option 2,”

TABLE I. Elastic and inelastic models employed in Geant4-DNA physics constructors and energy limits of applicability.
Inelastic
Geant4-DNA physics constructor26
G4EmDNAPhysics_option2a
G4EmDNAPhysics_option4a
G4EmDNAPhysics_option6a

Elastic

Excitation

Ionization

Champion model (7.4 eV–1 MeV)14
Screened Rutherford modelb (9 eV–10 keV)
Uehara screened Rutherford model
(9 eV–10 keV)44
CPA-100 (11 eV–256 keV)

Emfietzoglou dielectric model
(9 eV–1 MeV)
Emfietzoglou-Kyriakou
dielectric model (8 eV–10 keV)
CPA-100 (11 eV–256 keV)

Emfietzoglou dielectric model
(11 eV–1 MeV)
Emfietzoglou-Kyriakou
dielectric model (10 eV–10 keV)
CPA-100 (11 eV–256 keV)

Abbreviated later as “option 2,” “option 4,” and “option 6” (or “default options”). The physics constructors including the ELSEPA elastic model are defined
in this work as “option 2 ELSEPA,” “option 4 ELSEPA,” and “option 6 ELSEPA” (or “ELSEPA options”).
b
Alternative models of “option 2.” The Champion model is used by default in Geant4-DNA.
a
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“option 4,” and “option 6,” respectively. Table II lists the
Geant4-DNA examples used in this study. The processes of
vibrational excitation and dissociative attachment were
adopted for “option 2,” except in the case of the “microyz”
example for comparison with previously published works.56,57
The number of incident electrons was set to 106 to obtain statistically meaningful results.
Regarding the simulations of track length and penetration (“range” Geant4-DNA example), we indicate in
Table III the list of previously published works used to
verify our simulations.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Determination of optimal options and parameters

3. Inelastic absorption strength

1. Long-range correlation-polarization potential

Figure 1 shows the effect of the long-range correlationpolarization potentials. The DCSs obtained with the
Lindhard model for the correlation-polarization potential are
much higher than the DCSs obtained with the Buckingham
model and experiments, especially at 0°, up to 61% at
500 eV. This tendency of the Lindhard model does not agree
with the general expectation that the DCSs of liquid-phase
water are smaller than the DCSs of vapour-phase water at a
small scattering angle. Accordingly, we decided to adopt
the Buckingham model for the long-range correlationpolarization potential.
2. Energy dependency of the correlation-polarization
potential

Figure 2 shows the inﬂuence of b pol in the energy range
30-1000 eV. We observe that the DCSs at a small scattering
angle decreases with increasing b pol , and this tendency rapidly
saturates. We qualitatively found optimized values for b pol as a
function of electron energy E using the results shown in
Fig. 2, and we propose to use the following expression:
b2pol ¼ max[(E  20 eV)=eV, 1]:

(5)

The DCSs with the proposed expression of b pol given in
Eq. (5) and the DCSs with default b pol expression provided
by ELSEPA given in Eq. (4) were compared with each other.
The DCSs with the default energy-dependency parameter
are higher than those with the suggested one by 15% to
28% at 0°.
TABLE II. List of Geant4-DNA examples used in this study.
Example
name
range

TestEm12
microyz
clustering

Physical quantity simulated by the example
Track length
Penetration
Projected range
Dose point kernel (DPK)
Mean lineal energy
Single strand break (SSB) and double strand
break (DSB) yields from local energy
deposition only

The DCSs with suggested b pol expression and
Mufﬁn-tin approximation are smaller than those of the free
atom approximation by about 63% at 0°. This is in agreement
with the prediction of Aouchiche et al.25 that the DCSs at
small angles are larger for the vapour-phase than for the
liquid phase. No signiﬁcant changes are observed for intermediate and large angles. These results thus support that
the suggested energy-dependency expression is closer to the
liquid water phase.
In summary, the correlation-polarization potential has
a large inﬂuence at small scattering angles (e.g., about
60% at 0°), but it is negligible at intermediate and large scattering angles.

References
58 and 59

60 and 61
56 and 57
62 and 63

In the case of inelastic absorption potential, we assumed
that the absorption strength Aabs varies with energy because
the probability of inelastic scattering depends on electron
energy. This is shown in Fig. 3. There is no inﬂuence of
absorption strength below 15 eV due to the threshold of
inelastic excitation. Above 15 eV, the high absorption
strength increases the DCSs at a small scattering angle;
however, at intermediate and large scattering angle above
about 30°, the DCSs decrease with high absorption strength.
The DCSs without the absorption strength are closer to the
experimental data at the lowest energies; however, the
absorption strength should be getting larger at higher energies in order to match with the experiments.
Figure 4 shows that a value of Aabs between 2 and 3
gives DCSs in reasonable agreement with the experimental
data especially at intermediate and large angles above 32.5°,
when the electron kinetic energy is above 100 eV.
We thus decided to adopt an absorption strength of 2.5
above 100 eV and a reduced absorption strength below this
energy. To minimize the discontinuity of the DCSs, we
propose the following formula for the absorption strength
Aabs as a function of the electron energy E:
Aabs (E) ¼ min(E  2:5 eV=100 eV, 2:5):

(6)

The absorption strength according to the electron energy
Aabs (E) increases linearly with the electron energy in the
range of 0 to 100 eV, and then its value is ﬁxed to 2.5 above
100 eV.
In summary, we used the Mufﬁn-tin approximation with
the LDA correlation-polarization potential and a static polarizability of 1.457 Å3, the Buckingham potential for the longrange correlation-polarization potential, and the suggested
energy dependence for b pol given in Eq. (5). The inelastic
absorption potential is considered with an energy gap (Δ) of
8.22 eV. The absorption strength (Aabs ) of 2.5 is selected
above 100 eV; otherwise, it varies as a function of energy
based on the suggested expression of Eq. (6).
B. Plausibility of the new electron elastic scattering
models

The DCSs obtained with the selected conﬁguration
(F-DF-FM-LDA-A) and with the optimized optical potentials
show good agreement with experiments as shown in Fig. 5.
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TABLE III. References used for the “range” simulations. Each column indicates reference paper, calculation method or model, phase of target medium,
simulated quantity, and energy range.
Target
phase

References

Methods and models

Pages et al.
(1972)64

Bethe formula65 for the collision energy loss with the Sternheimer density-effect
correction66
Cross section generated by the Koch-Motz formula67 for the radiative energy loss
Continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA) range70,a
Modified Bethe theory given in ICRU 3769 > 10 keV
Deduction based on the theoretical results of Ashley70 and empirical evaluations71,72
< 10 keV
CSDA range69 with and without exchange
Inelastic cross section based on dielectric theory74 and elastic cross sections based on
partial wave analysis75,76
MCTS code (TRACPRO)78
Elastic and inelastic cross sections for sub-excitation processes are based on scaled
empirical data for amorphous water to account for differences between solid and
liquid-phase. Recombination and dissociative attachment are taken into account
as well79
MCTS code (MOCA)81,82 and CSDA range69
Elastic cross section based on partial wave method83–85
Inelastic cross sections based on experimental dipole oscillator strength86,87
MCTS code (PITS)88
Inelastic cross section based on dielectric theory (Dingfelder-GSF model) for liquid
water13 and elastic cross section based on the experiments and NIST data for vapour
water89
MCTS code (KURBUC)44
Water vapour cross sections for ionization and excitation1 are compiled from different
sources and elastic cross section based on the Rutherford formula for vapour water
with a screening parameter44
Vibrational excitation and multi-step thermalization process are taken into account42
MCTS code (RETRACKS)91
Ionization cross section of Rudd’s model92 below 50 keV and Seltzer’s equation93
above 50 keV
Excitation model of Kaplan and Sukhonosov94 and Kutcher and Green95 below 100
eV and above, respectively
Elastic cross section based on the experimental data55 and DCSs proposed by
Brenner and Zaider below 200 eV,96 and Rutherford cross section above 200 eV44
Vibrational excitation,55 dissociative attachment,79 and bremsstrahlung process93 are
taken into account
MCTS code
Inelastic cross section based on dielectric theory (Dingfelder-GSF model) for liquid
water13 and elastic cross section generated by ELSEPA (P-DF-FM-Buckingham)28
with density scaling to account for the liquid-phase
Cross sections for dissociative attachment are included
CSDA range69
Stopping power based on ESTAR99
In-house MC track-structure code101
Inelastic cross sections based on the dielectric theory (ECN model)16 for liquid water
and elastic cross sections based on screened Rutherford model

Watt (1996)68

Akkerman and
Akkerman
(1999)73
Meesungnoen
et al. (2002)77

Pimblott and
Siebbeles (2002)80
Wilson et al.
(2004)2

Uehara and
Nikjoo (2006)90

Plante and
Cucinotta
(2009)91

Wiklund et al.
(2011)97

ICRU Report 90
(2014)98
Emfietzoglou
et al. (2017)100

Quantity

Energy range

No mention
about phase

Track length

10 keV–100 MeV

Liquid
water

Track length

15 eV–30 MeV

Liquid
water

Track
lengthb

50 eV–10 keV

Liquid
water

Penetration

0.2 eV–150 keV

Liquid
water

Track lengthc
Penetration

70 eV–100 keV

Liquid
water

Track length
Penetration

20 eV–100 keV

Vapour
water

Penetration

0.1 eV–100 keV

Liquid
water

Penetration

0.1 eV–10 MeV

Liquid
water

Track length
Penetration

10 eV–10 keV

Liquid
water
Liquid
water

Track length

1 keV–1 GeV

Track length
Penetration

10 eV–10 keV

a

Integrating the inverse of the total stopping power.
CSDA range with exchange process was used in this study.
c
Track length from the MC method.
b

However, we can observe that the disagreements with the
experimental data below 20 eV at small and intermediate
scattering angles are not only present in the ELSEPA model
but also in the Champion and CPA-100 models. We can thus
conclude that the partial-wave approximation has a limited
accuracy on the calculation of electron cross section below
20 eV. This is expected as the exchange potential cannot

accurately predict the interaction of electrons below 1 Hartree
energy (27.21 eV).102 Moreover, the DCSs at 0° are overestimated, considering the expected difference between vapour
and liquid water data above 500 eV.
Globally, the DCSs calculated in this study are closer to
the measurements than the default ICRU 77 recommendation,
SR, USR, Champion, and CPA-100 models over the entire
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FIG. 1. DCSs obtained using the
“F-DF-FM-LDA” conﬁguration and
the correlation-polarization potential in
the energy range 100-1000 eV using
the Lindhard model (green) or the
Buckingham model (blue) with free
atom approximation. The red lines
indicate the DCSs with Buckingham
model and Mufﬁn-tin approximation.

FIG. 2. DCSs according to the different b pol values in the energy range 30-1000 eV. The cyan to green dashed lines show the DCSs with b pol values ranging
from 1 to 30, the green lines indicate the DCSs with the default expression of b pol provided in ELSEPA, and the blue and red lines represent the DCSs of the
proposed expression (4) with free atom approximation and Mufﬁn-tin approximation, respectively.
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FIG. 3. DCSs obtained for different values of Aabs in the energy range 15-80 eV. The light cyan line indicates the DCS without inelastic absorption, and the
dark cyan line indicates the highest absorption strength.

energy range. In particular, the cross sections are much
improved at low energy and intermediate angle. The DCSs
obtained with the Mufﬁn-tin approach are lower than those of
the experimental data of vapour water at a small scattering

angle by about 60% in agreement with the expected difference
between vapour- and liquid-phases.
Figure 6 shows the comparison of TECSs and MTCSs
calculated by ELSEPA, with current Geant4-DNA models

FIG. 4. DCSs obtained for different
values of Aabs in the energy range
100-1000 eV. The light cyan dashed
line indicates the DCS without inelastic
absorption, and the dark cyan dashed
line indicates the highest absorption
strength. The blue and red lines represent the DCSs of the optimal inelastic
absorption strength with free atom
approximation and Mufﬁn-tin approximation, respectively.
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FIG. 5. DCSs obtained for the free atom approximation with optimized optical potentials (blue line), and Mufﬁn-tin approximation with optimized optical
potentials (red line) and ICRU recommendation (green line). The experimental data measured in vapour-phase water are indicated as well.

and the experimental data in the vapour-phase. The MTCSs
of the SR and the USR models below 200 eV are slightly
distorted because the SR and USR models employ independent ﬁtting formulas proposed by Brenner and Zaider.96
Even though it is observed that the cross sections are
overestimated at even lower energy below 30 eV, the TECS
and MTCS of ELSEPA are perfectly following the tendency of the USR model and experiments on the entire
energy range.
Our TECS is relatively larger than ICRU 77 recommendation and is closer to the CPA-100 model, while the TECS
of ICRU 77 is closer to the Champion model. However, the
MTCS of the present work shows a better agreement with
the experimental data than the other models, especially above
30 eV.
C. Geant4-DNA examples
1. Range simulations

Figure 7 shows the average track length simulated values
(106 histories) and literature references. It has to be noted

that the model of CPA-100 available in the Geant4-DNA
“option 6” constructor considers indeed small energy losses
in elastic scattering.15 The track length is only affected by
energy losses mainly with inelastic scattering except for
“option 6.” The track lengths of Wilson et al.2 and Wiklund
et al.,97 which use the same inelastic model (the
Dingfelder-GSF dielectric model for liquid water based on
the Born approximation), show a similar tendency.
Moreover, the results of track length between “default
options” and “ELSEPA options” are the same except for
“option 6” because of the non-zero energy loss during elastic
scattering assumed by “option 6.” Without this energy loss,
the results of “option 6 ELSEPA” show the same values as
“option 6.” As expected, the track lengths with the CSDA
approach look shorter than the other approaches, such as the
MC method, because the low energy limit considered in the
CSDA approach is almost always larger than the tracking cut
used in the MC simulations.
The penetrations of Geant4-DNA show good agreement
with the results proposed by Pimblott and Siebbeles,80
Wiklund et al.,97 and Emﬁetzoglou et al.100 However, the
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FIG. 6. TECSs (upper) and MTCSs
(below) for electron elastic scattering
in liquid water plotted from 10 eV up
to 1 MeV as a function of electron incident energy. The blue curves show the
cross sections calculated with the free
atom approximation, and the red and
green curves represent the cross sections calculated with the Mufﬁn-tin
approximation and ICRU recommendation, respectively.

FIG. 7. Simulation results of track length (upper left) and penetration (upper right) as a function of incident energy, using Geant4-DNA physics constructors
“option 2” (cyan solid), “option 4” (magenta solid), “option 6” (light green solid), “option 6” without energy loss in elastic scatterings (gray solid) constructors, and
simulation results obtained with the “option 2 ELSEPA” (blue dashed), “option 4 ELSEPA” (red dashed), “option 6 ELSEPA” (green dashed) constructors in which
elastic scattering is simulated using our new ELSEPA-based elastic model. The markers represent the reference data listed in Table III. The bottom ﬁgures show
the relative differences between “default options” and the “ELSEPA options” constructors, with the “default options” constructor as baseline.
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other approaches show higher penetration ranges than our
results. The relative differences between the “default options”
and the “ELSEPA options” are less than 20%, and the differences are getting smaller with the increase of initial energy
because the contribution of the elastic scattering is relatively
small at high energy.
From the simulation results shown in Fig. 7, we can
draw the following general conclusions with respect to the
penetration of electrons:
(1) More elastic scatterings decrease the penetration.
• This conclusion looks intuitively reasonable; however,
it is not observed in the simulations because the penetrations are also affected by the values of scattering
angles (obtained from DCSs).
• For example, the TECSs of the Champion and USR
elastic models in “option 2” and “option 4,” respectively, are almost always lower than that of the
ELSEPA-based model over the entire energy range;
however, the inﬂuence of the elastic model on the
penetration for “option 2” and “option 4” (see the
inset of Fig. 7) depends on the incident energy.
• We can thus conclude that the penetration of electrons
depends not only on the magnitude of the TECS but
also on the distribution of scattering angles.
(2) Smaller scattering angles induce larger penetration.
• In order to consider both the inﬂuence of the number
of elastic scatterings and of the scattering angles
values simultaneously, we assume that the MTCS
better reﬂects the inﬂuence of elastic scattering on
penetration. The MTCS can be described by the intedσ
; in other words, a model
gration of (1  cos θ) dΩ
with a lower MTCS causes a smaller scattering angle
compared to a model with a higher MTCS and the
same TECS.
• The MTCS of the ELSEPA-based model is smaller
than that of the USR model in the energy range
15 eV-5000 eV, and this tendency is compatible with
the observation that the ELSEPA-based model leads
to longer penetration (see the inset of the bottom
panel in Fig. 7, “option 4” and “option 4 ELSEPA”
curves).
• The MTCSs of the ELSEPA-based and Champion
models cross two times, at 80 eV and 4 keV, in
“option 2.” However, we can observe such crossings in the corresponding penetration at 200 eV and
5 keV. The energy shift is caused by energy losses
due to inelastic interactions. We can thus assume
that the inﬂuence of electrons in the 10-80 eV and
200 eV-4 keV energy ranges on the penetration is
more important than in the 80-200 eV and 4-5 keV
energy ranges.
2. Dose Point Kernel simulations

Figures 8 and 9 show the results of dose point kernel
(DPK) simulations, and the relative differences between the
DPKs with and without the new elastic model, respectively.
In particular, the relative differences Δ(r) as shown in
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Fig. 9 were calculated based on the comparison method
suggested by Maigne et al.103 in order to reduce statistical
ﬂuctuations due to the low energy deposition in the tail of
distributions:
Δ(r) ¼

δEEL (r)  δEdef (r)
 100 (%),
max(δEEL , δEdef )

(7)

where δEEL (r) and δEdef (r) represent energy deposition in a
shell of radius r, calculated with the “ELSEPA options”
and “default options,” respectively.
With the same logic as for penetration results, the electrons transported with “option 4 ELSEPA” and “option 6
ELSEPA” are more diffusive along the radial distance than
those transported with default “option 4” and “option 6” in
the entire energy range, and the tendency of “option 2”
depends on the incident energy. In general, the inﬂuence of
the new model is less pronounced at high energy due to the
smaller contribution of elastic scattering.
According to the study of Aouchiche et al.,25 the DCSs
of the liquid phase water and vapour phase water are similar
and differ for a small scattering angle. That means that the
MTCS of liquid water is smaller than that of vapour water,
and electrons are thus more diffusive in liquid water. We can
discuss about the phase-inﬂuence comparing the calculated
elastic cross section with USR model because the USR
model basically considered vapour phase water. In the
Geant4-DNA simulations (especially DPK results), the
ELSEPA model is always more diffusive than simulations
obtained with the USR model.
3. Microdosimetry simulations

For the sphere of 2 nm in diameter, frequency-mean
lineal energies yF calculated with “option 2” and “option 4”
are very similar as shown in Fig. 10. However, the results of
“option 6” are almost half of the other options due to the
energy loss in elastic scattering. Without the energy loss,
the yF of “option 6” is higher than the other options by
about 20%-40%, and we can assume that the large inelastic
cross section of “option 6” is mainly responsible for this
difference. The results of “option 2” change by less than
1% with the ELSEPA-based elastic model. In the case of
“option 4,” the ELSEPA-based elastic model reduces yF
by about 3%. The results of “option 6 ELSEPA” are
signiﬁcantly different with “option 6”; however, they
decrease yF by about 5% in comparison with “option 6”
without energy loss.
yF values for the sphere of 10 nm-diameter have a
similar tendency with that of 2 nm-diameter; however, the
effect of the ELSEPA-based model for the 10 nm sphere
is larger compared to the 2 nm sphere case because
the differences of the distributions between the “ELSEPA
options” and “default options” at 10 nm are larger
than that of the 2 nm sphere in the energy range of
500 eV-10 keV.
“Option 2” is not affected much; “option 4” and “option
6” results are reduced using the ELSEPA-based elastic model
in both the 2 nm and 10 nm spheres. However, the relative
differences are less than 5%.
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FIG. 8. DPKs in the energy range 50 eV-10 keV for default “option 2” (cyan solid), “option 4” (magenta solid), and “option 6” (light green solid) constructors,
and “option 2 ELSEPA” (blue dashed), “option 4 ELSEPA” (red dashed), and “option 6 ELSEPA” (green dashed) constructors which include the
ELSEPA-based elastic model.

4. Clustering simulations

Figure 11 shows the single strand break (SSB) and
double strand break (DSB) yields normalized to energy deposition in arbitrary unit. With the increase of the incident

energy, the SSB yield increases and the DSB yield decreases
in agreement with other recent studies104,105 because the
linear energy transfer (LET) of electrons is getting lower, up
to an electron energy of 1 MeV.
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FIG. 9. Relative differences between “default options” and “ELSEPA options” in the energy range 50 eV-10 keV, with the “default options” as references.

The DSB yields of all “default options” are higher than
“ELSEPA options,” up to 1.3%, 7.1%, and 5.8% for “option
2,” “option 4,” and “option 6,” respectively. Indeed, as
already shown, the “default options” are less diffusive than
“ELSEPA options” (“option 4” and “option 6” over the
entire energy range, “option 2” in the energy range 500

eV-10 keV); in other words, electrons deliver energies in a
more concentrated area. The DSB values obtained for
“option 6” (with or without ELSEPA) are larger than for the
two other options (“option 2” and “option 6”). These results
should be considered with care however as we recently commented that “option 4” is currently the most accurate option
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FIG. 10. Frequency-mean lineal energy as a function of incident energy with physics constructors “option 2” (cyan solid), “option 4” (magenta solid), “option 6”
(light green solid), “option 6” without energy loss in elastic scatterings (gray dashed) and results of “option 2 ELSEPA” (blue dashed), “option 4 ELSEPA” (red
dashed), “option 6 ELSEPA” (green dashed) for a target of diameter 2 nm (upper left) and 10 nm (upper right). The bottom ﬁgures show the relative differences
between “default options” and the “ELSEPA options”. The relative differences are with “default options” as reference.

for track structure simulations in liquid water with
Geant4-DNA.26
In contrast, the SSB yield is less sensitive to the
elastic model, with the inﬂuence of the ELSEPA-

based model being about 1%. Consequently, the ratio
between DSB and SSB with the “ELSEPA options” is
lower than the ratio obtained with the “default
options.”

FIG. 11. Yields of DSB and SSB
(upper), and DSB/SSB ratio (below)
calculated by the clustering algorithm
available in Geant4-DNA as a function
of incident energy with the physics
constructors “option 2” (cyan solid),
“option 4” (magenta solid), and
“option 6” (light green solid), and the
results of “option 2 ELSEPA” (blue
dashed), “option 4 ELSEPA” (red
dashed), and “option 6 ELSEPA”
(green dashed).
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We studied a new electron elastic cross section model
using the ELSEPA software with the “F-DF-MF-LDA”
potential within the Mufﬁn-tin approximation.
The optical parameters entering the above elastic model,
including correlation-polarization potential and inelastic
absorption potential, have been qualitatively optimized for
liquid water as the target medium. Speciﬁcally, we used the
correlation-polarization potential of LDA with a 1.457 Å3
static polarizability, the Buckingham potential for the longtrajectory model, and we suggested an energy dependence
for b pol . The inelastic absorption potential has been considered with an absorption strength of 2.5 above 100 eV, while
linearly varying for energies below 100 eV.
The results show improvement compared to the existing
Geant4-DNA models such as the SR, USR, and Champion
models and compared to experimental data. However, there
are still limitations in the present model such as overestimations at a small scattering angle above 500 eV and distortions
below 20 eV.
We studied the impact of this elastic scattering model using
the recommended Geant4-DNA physics constructors (“option
2,” “option 4,” and “option 6”) and TS simulation applications
(“range,” “TestEm12,” “microyz,” and “clustering”) available in
Geant4-DNA. The results of “default options” constructors
were compared with the results of the “ELSEPA options”
including the new ELSEPA-based elastic model.
Speciﬁcally, the range simulations show a similar tendency in comparison with the other approaches described by
previous studies. The new elastic model inﬂuences the range
values up to 20% mainly at energies below 100 eV due to
the dominant contribution of elastic scattering.
Regarding DPKs, the “option 6 ELSEPA” is more diffusive than “option 6” due to the concomitant inﬂuence of the
number of elastic scatterings and scattering angle values. In the
case of “option 4 ELSEPA,” the DPKs are more diffusive than
“option 4” due to the small scattering angles of ELSEPA-based
elastic model. In the case of “option 2,” the spread of dose distribution is related to the MTCS of the elastic scattering model,
including an energy shift caused by the energy losses due to
inelastic interactions. The elastic scattering model with smaller
MTCS, representing less elastic scattering and smaller scattering angles, leads to more diffusive dose distribution.
For microdosimetry distributions, the frequency mean
lineal energy is more inﬂuenced by the energy loss in elastic
scattering than by the elastic scattering model. The results of
“option 2” were not inﬂuenced, and those of “option 4
ELSEPA” and “option 6 ELSEPA” show smaller values by
about 5% in the entire energy.
The clustering example reveals that the effect of the
elastic scattering model is negligible for the calculation of
SSBs; however, the physics options causing less spread DPK
make more DSBs resulting from more concentrated deposited
energy. The effect of the new elastic model on the DSB yield
is up to 1.3%, 7.1%, and 5.8% for “option 2,” “option 4,”
and “option 6,” respectively.
The reader should keep in mind that the contribution of
inelastic processes to penetration values is dominant (e.g.,
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corrections to inelastic scattering cross sections lead to
15%-45% differences12) compared to the inﬂuence of elastic
models. Nevertheless, elastic scattering determines the electron
spatial distribution and consequently inﬂuences radiolysis
modeling, required for the simulation of non-direct damage.
Overall, the simulations with the new elastic model
show reasonably good agreement with the “default options”
for all physics constructors (“option 2,” “option 4,” and
“option 6”) and bring improved compatibility with the experimental data. The developed elastic scattering model will
soon be incorporated as the new default elastic scattering
model in Geant4-DNA for electron transport in liquid water.
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